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Legal Reasoning, Research, and Writing for International Graduate Students helps readers
understand and approach legal research and writing assignments the way attorneys do in the
United States. Since most students will have studied civil law and some comparative law, but are
unfamiliar with U.S. legal culture, the book begins by comparing common and civil law and then
builds practical skills on this foundation. This comparative law perspective helps explain unique
and important features of the United States legal system. Chapters are short and clear, and
repeat the major points to aid, in particular, LL.M. candidates who are not native English
speakers. A methodology of research and writing in preparing legal documents is presented,
and reasoning and writing methods are based on standard IRAC analysis used by many
instructors. To allow instructors to discuss citation requirements as they become needed,
citation format information is integrated into the text. An important discussion of plagiarism and
U.S. law school honor codes addresses subjects that surprise LL.M. students from cultures with
a wide variety of norms and standards. As the Internet is likely to be the only legal research
source available to foreign attorneys accessing U.S. law from their countries of origin,most of the
exercises in each chapter can be done on the Web as well as in the law library, with either
commercial or non-commercial websites. Charts and summaries can be used as helpful
reference tools.The Third Edition offers suggestions and exercises to gain confidence and
participate in U.S. classrooms. Research chapters are updated to include more in-depth
international research explanations and exercises. More in-depth examples and exercises
demonstrate drafting contracts. An expanded and revised chapter on the use of case method
includes a synthesis of international case law, such as WTO appellate opinions and CISG
interpretation. A new section on legal changes includes indications of success and
failure.Hallmark features of Legal Reasoning, Research, and Writing for International Graduate
Students:Helps international students understand and approach legal research and writing
assignments the way attorneys do in the United StatesUses a comparative law perspective to
explain unique and important features of the United States legal systembegins by comparing
common and civil lawbuilds on this foundation with practical skillsassumes the reader has
studied law but is unfamiliar with U.S. legal cultureHelps LL.M. candidates who are not native
English speakers, in particularfeatures chapters that are short and clearrepeat the major points
for greater comprehensionIncludes methodology of research and writing componentsin
preparing legal documentsbases reasoning andwriting components on standard IRAC
analysisintegrates citation format information into the textIncorporates discussion of plagiarism
and U.S. law school honor codeshelpful when teaching students from a wide variety of
culturesIncludes exercises in each chapter to apply new skills to practical problemsexercises
can be done in the law library or on the Internet, with commercial or non-commercial
Websitesthe Internet is likely the only legal research source available to foreign attorneys
accessing US law from their countries of originProvides charts and summaries as reference tools



“Riveting. ... Opens our eyes to... amazing bravery in the midst of a greater war. ... Readers [will]
be both shocked by the conditions that POWs had to endure and appreciative of the bravery and
ingenuity of that generation we have come to call the greatest.” — Washington Post“Bruce
Henderson has told a wonderfully exciting story of one of war’s greatest rescues with verve,
style, and panache. I didn’t even stop for coffee during my reading: it was so classically
unputdownable.” — Simon Winchester, New York Times bestselling author of The Men Who
United the States“Rescue at Los Banos will swell your chest. Bruce Henderson’s powerful
account has earned a place on the top shelf of World War II nonfiction narratives.” — Mitchell
Zuckoff, New York Times bestselling author of 13 Hours and Lost in Shangri-La“An epic survival
story of men and women held captive in a Japanese internment camp in the Philippines until
their remarkable rescue by U.S. paratroopers and Filipino guerrillas three years later. Fast-paced
and compelling, Rescue at Los Banos is as gripping as any suspense novel.” — Vincent
Bugliosi, author of Helter Skelter and Reclaiming History“Rescue at Los Banos hits the drop
zone. Extensively researched and extremely well-written, Bruce Henderson’s riveting account of
the historic events of 23 February 1945 finally does justice to the greatest airborne operation in
U.S. military history.” — John D. Lukacs, author of Escape from Davao“Riveting…Bruce
Henderson does it again with his account of the prisoners at Los Banos. I felt their agonies,
sacrifices, and exhilaration. Any reader would love this account of individuals triumphing over
seemingly impossible obstacles.” — John Wukovits, author of Hell From the Heavens“The agony
and anguish for the Japanese-held Los Banos internees - all civilians and including children and
small babies - is almost beyond belief. The raid by U.S. paratroopers that set them free is
breathtaking.” — Bill Sloan, author of Undefeated“Bruce Henderson has managed to pull one of
the most daring rescue missions in military history out of obscurity and turn it into a solid book of
passion and fascinating detail. He has done his readers - and military history buffs in general - a
great service.” — Captain Dale Dye, USMC (Ret), author of Contra File and other Shake Davis
novels and Hollywood military adviser“Riveting. ... Achieves a high standard of popular history.
Rescue at Los Banos artfully blends vibrant character sketches with equally clear military fact,
all rendered in vivid color.” — Kirkus Reviews“Gripping. ... A heartrending tale of... survival.” —
Library Journal“Reads like an adventure thriller and sheds new light on one of the most
compelling stories of World War II. ... Anyone who enjoyed Laura Hillenbrand’s Unbroken or
Mitchell Zuckoff’s Lost in Shangri-La should check this one out.” — Military.comFrom the Back
CoverRescue at Los Baños is the spellbinding survival story of more than two thousand
American and Allied civilian prisoners of war—men, women, and children—held in the
Philippines by the Japanese during World War II, and the elite 11th Airborne Division’s heart-
pounding mission in a race against the clock to rescue them from behind enemy linesAs U.S.
victory in the Pacific drew near, Japanese soldiers at the Los Baños Internment Camp became
increasingly sadistic and began systematically starving, beating, and killing their captives.
Fearing the loss of more innocent lives, General Douglas MacArthur gave the 11th Airborne
Division the dangerous mission of freeing these beleaguered men, women, and children in a



deadly race against the clock. Rescue at Los Baños deftly weaves together dramatic accounts
of the prison camp with detailed analysis of the complex military operation being planned and
carried out, documenting the incredible story of the prisoners and those who risked their lives to
save them.About the AuthorBruce Henderson has written more than twenty books, including the
national bestseller Hero Found and Rescue at Los Baños. Henderson served aboard the aircraft
carrier USS Ranger (CVA-61) during the Vietnam War. He lives in Menlo Park, California.Read
more
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Michael Guillot, “The Keys Are Being Passed was an excellent read, as a law student this book
gave .... The Keys Are Being Passed was an excellent read, as a law student this book gave
insight into constitutional law and was a great compliment to our other assigned readings, we
also had the privilege and honor of having Professor Augustine as our course professor.”

Susan, “Four Stars. not the best book but good for fast learning”

Huang Wei, “like a new book. I order the used book, but it looks like a 100 percents new book.I
think the price is much cheaper than in the bookstore”

Abdulaziz Albuainain, “Five Stars. On time & good price.Thank you so much.”

Emmanuel Maliganya, “Five Stars. It wasperfect as described by seller.”

The book by Bruce Henderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 17 people have provided feedback.
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